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Socrates was a Greek philosopher and the main source of Western thought. Socrates was born
circa BC, in Athens, Greece. Born circa BC in Athens, Greece, Socrates's life is chronicled
through only a few sourcesâ€”the dialogues of Plato and Xenophon and the plays of. Socrates
(/ BCE) was a Greek philosopher and is considered the father of western philosophy. Plato was
his most famous student and would teach .
Socrates (????????; c. BC â€“ BC) was a classical Greek (Athenian) philosopher credited as
one of the founders of Western philosophy. Through his.
Viewed by many as the founding figure of Western philosophy, Socrates ( B.C.) is at once the
most exemplary and the strangest of the Greek.
On a day in BC the philosopher Socrates stood before a jury of of his fellow Athenians
accused of refusing to recognize the gods recognized by the. Socrates is one of the few
individuals whom one could say has so-shaped the cultural and intellectual development of the
world that, without him, history would . The philosopher Socrates remains, as he was in his
lifetime (â€“ B.C.E.), an enigma, an inscrutable individual who, despite having written.
Socrates himself wrote nothing, therefore evidence of his life and activities must come from
the writings of Plato and Xenophon (c. â€“ B.C.E.). It is likely. Life and work of the ancient
Greek philosopher Socrates and the problem of the sources about him as a historical figure and
philosopher. M M McCabe enters into dialogue with Five Books to recommend the best texts
on Socrates, and to ask: How best to live?.
Socrates ( BCE) was a Greek Philosopher who thought and taught through argumentative
dialogue, or dialectic. Socrates did not write down any of his.
Credited as one of the founders of Western philosophy, Socrates (/ - BCE) was a Brazilian
soccer player one ugly bastard an enigmatic figure known.
Socrates was an ancient Greek philosopher who is widely credited for laying Rubin: Socrates
- he was like the Vince McMahon of philosophy, he started it all.
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